The Knoll paints and laminates palette includes 11 core warm, cool and metallic paints and 25 core laminates that perfectly complement the range of Knoll products. A single integrated palette ensures a harmonized aesthetic throughout the entire workplace.

Please consult the appropriate price list for a list of applicable finishes, edge band options and details for each product. The samples shown here are representative of our finishes. For further information, or for a product brochure, please consult a Knoll dealer or sales representative.

Our FSC Certified Standard Program (FSC® C028824) covers all Knoll Office general office plan open systems, casegoods and tables. The standard applies to the core of all Knoll products with laminate and domestic cherry, maple, oak and walnut.
Laminates
Solid finish

Bright White 118
Micro Sand 129
Micro Grey 121
Soft Grey 117
Brushed Sand 122
Pumice 119
Folkstone Grey 114
Brushed Grey 123
Fog 128
Medium Grey 115
Jet Black 111
Laminates
Woodgrain finish

- Whitened Ash 141
- Light Ash 139
- Natural Maple 125
- Warm Ash 140
- Silverwood 147
- Classic Oak 143
- Natural Cherry 126
- Medium Cherry 124
- Smokewood 148
- Walnut 127
- Grey Ash 142
- Barnwood 149
- Graphite Pear 144
- Zebra 145
**Antenna® Workspaces**

**Signature Paints**
Available on Antenna Workspaces only

- Dark Red 130T
- Slate Blue 131T

**Antenna® Workspaces**

**Signature Laminates**
Available on Antenna Workspaces only

- Dark Red 130
- Slate Blue 131T
- Olive Green 132
- Canary Yellow 133
- Knoll Red 134
- Solid Gallery White 311
- Solid Folkstone 312

**Rockwell Unscripted®**

**Signature Paints**
Available on Rockwell Unscripted only

- Black Brown 120/120T
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